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BA History and Russian Studies
Details
In this programme, you study half of your modules (60 credits) History and half in Russian (60 credits)
First year
History: The first year is the foundational year in an academic process that will see you progress from being a dependent to an independent learner. You will
study modules spanning the early medieval to late modern periods. You can choose either Discovering the Middle Ages and Living in the Middle Ages or The Making of
the Modern World 1500-1815 and The Making of the Contemporary World 1815-2000 (20 credits per module). These explore fundamental themes and issues focused on
key periods and indicate the kinds of questions historians explore and some of the methods they employ in answering them. You will also study Practising History (A):
Skills in History (Autumn semester) and Practising History (B): Approaches to History (Spring semester), which look more closely at the techniques of the historian and
at the nature and evolution of key historical debates.
Russian: No prior knowledge of the Russian language is necessary to enter our programmes. In the first and second years, students are divided into groups according to
whether they are beginners or have an A level or equivalent in Russian. Students with AS level Russian are placed in the advanced group and given extra tutorial support
to catch up, while students with GCSE Russian will normally be placed in the beginners’ group.
At the end of the first year, beginners travel to the city of Petrozavodsk in Russia for an intensive four week language programme, for which many of the costs are
covered by the University.
In addition, students choose from a variety of Russian Studies modules including:
Outlines of Russian History
Nineteenth or Twentieth Century Russian Literature
Twentieth Century Russian Politics.
Second year
History: The second year is an intermediate year that builds on the foundations laid in the first year of study. You engage in Group Research and extend your historical
knowledge through two (20 + 20) subject-specific modules chosen from a wide range of available from Option A in the Autumn semester and Option B in the Spring.
Russian: In addition to more advanced language classes you can choose from a variety of Russian Studies modules including:
Cultural Politics of Russia and Eastern Europe,
Contemporary Russian and East European Politics
Russia in Revolution 1900–1936
International Politics and Security in Russia and Eurasia,
Nineteenth or Twentieth Century Russian Literature.
You also have the option of studying Beginner’s Polish.
Third year
You can choose to spend your year abroad in various locations including Moscow, St Petersburg, Yaroslavl, Petrozavodsk, Tver and Volgograd, spending either two
semesters in one place or splitting them between two different places, for instance a semester in Moscow and a semester in Tver. If you are studying Russian with
another language, your year abroad can be split between Russia and a country where they speak the other language being studied ). There is also the opportunity to
spend a semester in Krakow, Poland under the ERASMUS scheme.
Fourth year
History: The fourth year represents the culmination of undergraduate study and the final stage of your transition to an independent learner. You hone your historical skills
in Advanced Option A or Advanced Option B and you also undertake an in-depth Special Subject module, which is chosen from a variety of available
subjects. History/Political Science Joint Honours students only can choose to substitute the 20+20 credit Special Subject module (Pathway A) with a Joint Honours
History Dissertation (20 credits) and a final year History optional module (20 credits) (Pathway B).
For more detail on History modules see additional information. (/undergraduate/courses/history/History-modules.aspx)
Russian: In addition to core modules, you can choose from a variety of modules including:
Advanced Cultural Politics of Russia and Eastern Europe
Advanced Contemporary Russian and East European Politics
Business Russian
Additional Russian (English-Russian translation and Russian-English aural translation)
The Russian Economy: from Plan to Market
Russian Political and Intellectual Thought from 1950 to 1989
Advanced International Politics and Security in Russia and Eurasia
Russia in the Modern World.
You also write an extended essay or dissertation on a Russian Studies topic of your choosing. In addition, modules in Ukrainian and Polish languages are offered.

Year Abroad
This four year route offers you the additional educational benefit of a year of study in an approved University in Europe or in English speaking countries. Students with

grades of 2.1 or above in their first year will be asked to apply for the Year Abroad in the first term of their second year and if successful, will go abroad in their third year.
In addition to the tutor support given from the host University, students who choose to take a Year Abroad will be allocated a member of staff from the Department of
History who will monitor their progress while overseas through regular email and/or skype contact.

Why study this course
History is not a plain narrative of events but an attempt to discover how and why our own world emerged. Our Joint Honours History programmes concentrate on medieval
and modern Britain and Europe but they also provide scope to range beyond European boundaries.You have the chance to investigate unfamiliar territory and to question
some of the prevailing myths, preconceptions and prejudices that surround history from the Middle Ages to the present day. Joint Honours History is taught within the
Department of History (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/history) , which has an outstanding international reputation for excellence in teaching and research. The size and
quality of the department enables us to offer students a wide range of options across the medieval and modern periods.

One of the largest departments in the country with 30+ full time academic staff operating on an international level.
A wide variety of options available including British, European and Global Modules.
Access to a wide variety of resources from the Main Library (which is situated next to the History department) and the Hilton and Styles Libraries in the Arts
Building itself.
The University Special Collections houses some 60,000 rare and early printed books and upwards of 2 million manuscript and archive items.

Why study Russia? Because Russia is an important player on the global scene. It is a country that has undergone fascinating and tumultuous changes in the past
century. Western businesses are spending billions of pounds investing in Russia and other former Soviet markets and need employees who can both speak the
language and understand the history, politics and culture of the country and region.

The Department of Modern Languages at the University of Birmingham is the only one in the country to offer the full range of languages from the Iberian Peninsula
(Basque, Catalan, Galician and Portuguese) in addition to our seven principal languages (French, German, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian, and
Spanish). All programmes last four years, with the third year spent studying abroad. You can concentrate on a single language, study two or more languages or
combine language study with some other subject.
Birmingham is one of the top four universities for language provision in the judgement of employers, according to the Guardian.
Our students are extremely satisfied with the experience they receive here at the University of Birmingham, which is reflected in our excellent returns in the
National Student Survey over recent years. Our different language sections frequently achieve scores in excess of 80% or 90% for overall satisfaction.
There are a wide range of Joint Honours with Languages subjects available at Birmingham.
Read our ten reasons to study Modern Languages at Birmingham. (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/schools/lcahm/departments/languages/about/strengths.aspx)

Joint honours open day talk

Dr Craig Blunt delivers an undergraduate open day talk about studying Joint Honours at the university.

Fees and funding
Standard fees (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/courses/fees/standard) apply
Learn more about fees and funding (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/fees/undergraduate/loans.aspx)

Scholarships
Learn more about our scholarships and awards (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/fees/undergraduate/funding/index.aspx)

Entry requirements
Number of A levels required: 3
Typical offer: AAB
Required subjects and grades: A Level History, Medieval History or Ancient History at grade A. No A level in Russian required but evidence of language learning ability
required such as a grade A in a Modern Language at GCSE
Additional information: Other qualifications are considered - learn more about entry requirements (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/requirements)
Additional information:
International Baccalaureate Diploma: 36 points. Applicants should normally be able to demonstrate some previous experience in learning a modern language.
International students:
We welcome applications from international students and invite you to join our vibrant community of over 4500 international students who represent 150 different
countries. We accept a range of qualifications, our country pages (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/international/students/country/index.aspx) show you what qualifications
we accept from your country.
Depending on your chosen course of study, you may also be interested in the Birmingham Foundation Academy, a specially structured programme for international
students whose qualifications are not accepted for direct entry to UK universities. Further details can be found on the foundation academy web pages
(http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/foundation-academy/Pathways/index.aspx) .

How to apply
Apply through UCAS at www.ucas.com (http://www.ucas.com/)
Learn more about applying (http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/ug/courses/apply)

Key Information Set (KIS)
Key Information Sets (KIS) are comparable sets of information about full- or part-time undergraduate courses and are designed to meet the information needs of
prospective students.
All KIS information has been published on the Unistats website and can also be accessed via the small advert, or ‘widget’, below. On the Unistats website
(http://unistats.direct.gov.uk) you are able to compare all the KIS data for each course with data for other courses.
The development of Key Information Sets (KIS) formed part of HEFCE’s work to enhance the information that is available about higher education. They give you access
to reliable and comparable information in order to help you make informed decisions about what and where to study.
The KIS contains information which prospective students have identified as useful, such as student satisfaction, graduate outcomes, learning and teaching activities,
assessment methods, tuition fees and student finance, accommodation and professional accreditation.
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